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Phosphors are used in many light production applications [1], in which they play a decisive 

role in the electrical to luminous energy conversion. In this paper, we study phosphors used in a 
mercury free lamp which are excited by a VUV radiation (photons of 147nm and 173nm). We 
characterized phosphors from two commercial brands and studied the influence of heating 
processes on the samples luminous efficacy. 
 Phosphor samples were characterized under plasma excitation using a set-up previously 
used for various studies [2,3]. The set-up consists of a stainless steel chamber which can be 
filled with a neon-xenon 50% at 188 torr, which are the operating conditions in the lamp. A 
plasma source is used to generate VUV excitation photons. A quartz window at the top of the 
chamber allows visual observation and spectroscopy measurements. A circular ceramic plate 
(12 cm in diameter) is used to carry the phosphor samples under the discharge between the 
electrodes.  The phosphor samples will then be excited by the VUV photons produced in the 
discharge. The emitted light is collected by a spectrometer on fiber optics through a lens.  
 We consider phosphors samples destined to be used as energy converters in a mercury 
free lamp using dielectric discharge. During the lamp fabrication process, the phosphor mixture 
is submitted to intense heat as the system is sealed. This could lead to phosphors degradation 
and could have an effect on the luminous efficiency of the lamp. The main goal of this study is 
to quantify the influence of the heating processes to which phosphors are exposed during the 
lamp fabrication process for samples made by two different manufacturers (identified in the 
following by A and B). The samples considered are as follow: red samples: (Y,Gd)BO3 : Eu3+(A 
and B); green samples: LaPO4 : Ce,Tb3+(A) and  LaPO4 : Tb3+(B); blue samples: BaMg2Al16O27 : 
Eu2+(A) and BaMgAl10017 : Eu2+ (B). The red samples have identical compositions, whereas the 
green samples have different dopants and the blue samples slightly different matrixes. The 
phosphor powders before heating treatments have been characterized, the difference in relative 
efficiencies found for each color was less than 5%. 
The heated samples were deposited on 3cm x 3cm glass plates by screen-printing then exposed 
to different kind of heating cycles, corresponding to different fabrication processes. A heating 
cycle takes about 2 hours to complete and is composed of successive increases in temperature 
until the maximum temperature is reached, the temperature is then progressively lowered. We 
studied samples exposed only to a dryer at 110°C and samples exposed to cycles with maximum 

temperatures at 350°C, 410°C, 520°C and 600°C. Results are shown in the following (figures 1 
and 2), for each color, the relative intensity is represented for each temperature. The reference 
sample is the A 410. 
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Fig. 1. Relative intensity for each temperature, red samples (left) and green samples (right) 

 
The red samples show similar relative efficiencies for the two manufacturers. Samples exposed 
only to the dryer at 110°C show lower results than those exposed to higher temperatures, 
because of degassing occurring at high temperature. The green samples show similar variations 
to the different temperatures, but the B samples show relative intensities 20% lower than A. This 
20% deviation is much bigger than observed for the raw powders. LaPO4 : Ce,Tb3+ is not known 
to have a better efficiency under VUV excitation than LaPO4 : Tb3+ , the cerium being only 
useful under 254nm excitation. The difference could be explained by a bigger sensitivity of 
LaPO4 : Tb3+  to oxidation in air and by differences in the  phosphor fabrication process.  

 
Fig. 2. Relative intensity for each temperature, blue samples 

 
The blue samples show a large decrease of intensity at 600°C, indicating phosphor degradation 
caused by high temperature. The A samples are 10% more intense than the B samples, but the 
degradation at 600°C is much more important. The A and B blue phosphor samples have very 
close compositions that can’t explain the difference observed. It seems that fabrication 
processes of the phosphors have an effect on the sample behavior under heating treatments.   
 Phosphor samples have been characterized under the same experimental conditions than 
in a mercury free lamp. We have shown results of the influence of heating process on the 
phosphor emission efficacy for samples from two manufacturers. Further discussion will be 
presented on the influence of fabrication processes on the sensitivity of phosphor samples to 
heating processes.  
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